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Abstract:
Online social networks are used by many people.
These Social networks allow their members to
connect bymeans of various web linkes  in which
the We study the problem of privacy-preservation
in social networks. Now-a-days the use of social
networks among the people has become more
popular. With the impact of social networks on
society, the people become more sensitive
regarding privacy issues in the common networks.
Anonymization of the social networks (MySpace,
Facebook, Twitter and Orkut) is essential to
preserve privacy of informations gathered by the
social networks. Collection of techniques that use
node attributes and the link structure to refine
classifications.Uses local classifiers to establish a
set of priors for each nodeUses traditional
relational classifiers as the iterative step in
classification.
IIntriduction:
167,000 profiles from the Facebook online
social networkRestricted to public profiles in the
Dallas/Fort Worth networkOver 3 million
links,Attempt to predict the value of the political
affiliationattribute.Three Inference Methods used
as the local classifier.Relaxation labeling used as
the Collective Inference method. A social network
that provides the information on entities that is
some people and the links between them, which
may be relations of friendship, association,
correspondence and so on. An information network
is the another example that may refer to scientific
publications and their reference links. Facebook
and Twitter, have a broad range of users. LinkedIn
has positioned itself as a professional networking
site profiles include resume information, and
groups are created to share questions and ideas with
peers in similar fields. Social networks have
important implications for our daily lives.Spread
of Information Spread of Disease ,Economics,
Marketing. Social network analysis could be used
for many activities related to information and
security informatics. Terrorist network analysis
The system explore how the online social network
data could be used to predict some individual
private trait that a user is not willing to disclose
(e.g. political or religious affiliation) Such social
networks are of interest to researchers from many
disciplines, be it sociology, psychology, market
research, or epidemiology. However, the data in
such social networks cannot be released as is, since
it might contain sensitive information. Therefore, it
is needed to anonymize the data prior to its
publication in order to address the need to respect
the privacy of the individuals whose sensitive
information is included in the data. Data
anonymization.
IIRetated Work:
Such social networks are of interest to
researchers from many disciplines, be it sociology,
psychology, market research, or epidemiology.
However, the data in such social networks cannot
be released as is, since it might contain sensitive
information. Therefore, it is needed to anonymize
the data prior to its publication in order to address
the need to respect the privacy of the individuals
whose sensitive information is  included in the
data. Data anonymization. Such social networks are
of interest to researchers from many disciplines, be
it sociology, psychology, market research, or
epidemiology. However, the data in such social
networks cannot be released as is, since it might
contain sensitive information. Therefore, it is
needed to anonymize the data prior to its
publication in order to address the need to respect
the privacy of the individuals whose sensitive
information is included in the data. Data
anonymization.
III .AnonymizationOf Social Networks By
Clustering Of K-Edge Connected Subgraphs
A social network SN is considered as a
simple undirected graph G= (V, E), where is the set
of nodes, and   is the set of edges. Nodes represent
individuals and edges represent their relations.
Each node is described by a set of attributes and
some of them are identifier attributes. These
identifier attributes are removed from published
data. But there is a set of attributes like zip code,
gender, etc. called  quasi identifiers, which can be
used in linkage with other  tables, to identify
individuals. If some combinations of values
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ofquasi identifiers be unique or rare, the adversary
can determine the identity of related individuals.
IV. Proposed System
Though, the exiting categories of privacy
preservation is  good, so far concentrated only on
centralized networks and  more over the existing
technique still holds some issues of  security and
privacy breeches. To tackle such constraints,  the
proposed algorithm issues anonymized views of
graph  with significantly smaller information losses
than  anonymization techniques issued by earlier
algorithm. These works stays in the realm of
network and propose two variants of an
anonymization algorithm which is based on
sequential clustering. A distributed version of this
algorithm computes a kanonymization of the
unified  network by invoking secure multiparty
protocols.
A. The Data
The social network is viewed as a simple
undirected  graph is G= (V, E), where V=
{v1,......,vN} is the set  of nodes and Ec(v2)is the
set of edges. Each node  corresponds to an
individual in the underlying group,  while an edge
describes the relationships among nodes  by
connecting them. Non-identifying attributes are
called quasi-identifiers. For example age, zip code,
etc.,. To that linking attacks [7] quasi-identifiers are
used
B. Distributed Setting
There are 2 scenarios to consider in this setting:
• Scenario A: Each player (peers) needs to protect
the identifier of the nodes under his control from
other players, as well as the existence or non-
existence of edges adjacent to his nodes.
• Scenario B: All players (peers) know the
identifier of all nodes in the vertex; the information
that each player needs to protect from other players
is the existence or nonexistence of edges adjacent
to his nodes.  The analysis of distributed setting is
described by the  analysis of Distributed Sequential
Clustering &  implementation of distributed &
centralized network with  primary by decreasing
the limitations of Kanonymity  algorithm &
communication complexity.
V Conclusion:
We presented sequential clustering algorithms for
anonymizing social networks. Those algorithms
produce anonymizations by means of clustering
with better utility than those achieved by existing
algorithms. We devised a secure distributed version
of our algorithms for the case in which the network
data is split between several players. We focused
on the scenario in which the interacting
playersknow the identity of all nodes in the
network, but need toprotect the structural
information (edges).One research direction that this
study suggests is todevise distributed algorithms
also to Scenario A. In thatscenario, each of the
players needs to protect the identity ofthe nodes
under his control from the other players. Hence, itis
more difficult than Scenario B in two manners: it
requiresa secure computation of the descriptive
information loss(while in Scenario B such a
computation can be made in apublic manner); and
the players must hide from otherplayers the
allocation of their nodes to clusters.
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